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ARMIN Manual Collection – New Generation 
 
The ARMIN Manual Collection with its own in-house produced AMW11 calibre is presented in its latest 
execution, displaying many detailed improvements. In the development of the new generation, the 
focus was on the individual elements of the watch movement, to ensure that the exclusive Armin 
Strom series includes the state of the art technology. The readapted gear-train guarantees an even 
higher efficiency level. In order to minimize the power loss within the watch movement, the integration 
of the escapement has also been improved. As is to be expected of a traditional Manufacture, the 
hand-finishing of the movement decoration is of the highest quality. The noble, highly attractive dial 
with its new multi-level structure, offers the watch greater depth. The ARMIN Manual Collection clearly 
strives for technical and aesthetic perfection in every model and is available in a limited series of the 
four elements: Earth, Water, Air and Fire.  
 
TI11-MA.11   MANUAL AIR 
Manufacture movement ARMIN STROM AMW11 calibre 

Mechanical manual winding, off-centre time displays, small seconds 
Frequency: 18,000 A/h  
Jewels: 20 
Number of components:112 
Power reserve: 120 hours  
For more info on calibre, see last page 

Case Titanium  
Sapphire crystal and case back with anti-reflective treatment 
Diameter: 43.40mm 
Total height: 13.00mm 
Water-resistance: 50m 

Dial White with founded appliques 
Hands Mirror polished 
Straps Delivered with a genuine white alligator horn-back  

strap and titanium ardillon buckle as well as an  
additional white rubber strap. A double-fold clasp in titanium is available on 
option 

Edition Limited to 100 pieces 
 
ST11-ME.90   MANUAL EARTH 
Manufacture movement ARMIN STROM AMW11 calibre 

Mechanical manual winding, off-centre time displays, small seconds 
Frequency: 18,000 A/h  
Jewels: 20 
Number of components:112 
Power reserve: 120 hours  
For more info on calibre see last page 

Case Stainless steel, PVD black 
Sapphire crystal and case back with anti-reflective treatment 
Diameter: 43.40mm 
Total height: 13.00mm 
Water-resistance: 50m 

Dial Black with founded appliques 
Hands Mirror polished 
Straps Delivered with a genuine black alligator horn-back strap and stainless steel 

PVD black ardillon buckle as well as an additional black rubber strap. A 
double-fold clasp in stainless steel PVD black is available on option 

Edition Limited to 100 pieces 
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ST11-MW.05  MANUAL WATER 
Manufacture movement ARMIN STROM AMW11 calibre 

Mechanical manual winding, off-centre time displays, small seconds 
Frequency: 18,000 A/h  
Jewels: 20 
Number of components:112 
Power reserve: 120 hours  
For more info on calibre, see last page 

Case Stainless steel 
Sapphire crystal and case back with anti-reflective treatment 
Diameter: 43.40mm 
Total height: 13.00mm 
Water-resistance: 50m 

Dial White with founded appliques 
Hands Mirror polished 
Straps Delivered with a genuine dark blue alligator horn-back strap and stainless 

steel ardillon buckle as well as an additional dark blue rubber strap. A double-
fold clasp in stainless steel is available on option 

Edition Limited to 100 pieces 
 
 
RG11-MF.90   MANUAL FIRE 
Manufacture movement ARMIN STROM AMW11 calibre 

Mechanical manual winding, off-centre time displays, small seconds 
Frequency: 18,000 A/h  
Jewels: 20 
Number of components:112 
Power reserve: 120 hours  
For more info on calibre, see last page 

Case 18ct rose gold  
Sapphire crystal and case back with anti-reflective treatment 
Diameter: 43.40mm 
Total height: 13.00mm 
Water-resistance: 50m 

Dial Black with founded appliques 
Hands Mirror polished 
Straps Delivered with a genuine black or brown alligator horn-back strap and 18ct 

rose gold ardillon buckle as well as an additional black or brown rubber strap. 
A double-fold clasp in 18ct rose gold is available on option 

Edition Limited to 100 pieces 
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AMW11 Calibre 
16½’’’ 

Specification: 

Functions: Hours, minutes, small seconds 

Wind-up:  Manual 

Impulse:  Going barrel made of special brass 

Gear train:  Through-hardened pinions, polished pinion leaves, wheels turned in non-abrasive 
manner with interlocking profile milled in the rolling procedure 

Plates and bridges: Produced from thermally relaxed watch brass 

Jewels: Rubies individually produced for Armin Strom 

Escapement: Escape wheel and pallets made of solid gold with hardened functional areas 

Regulating system: Genuine screwed balance with gold screws, adjusting of the mass moment of inertia by 
four clamped steel screws, Breguet spiral curve 

Frequency:  18,000 A/h 

Number of jewels: 20  

Number of 
individual parts: 

112 

Diameter: 36.60mm 

Height: 6.00mm 

Power reserve:  120 hours 
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